Do you like Memory games?
Then Secret Door is definitely something
for you! Together you are detectives trying
to figure out which treasures the thieves
have hidden.
But be quick
because at
midnight they
will be back to get
their hidden treasure.
Can you find out what they have
hidden?
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Skunk & Eagle

Have you played Max the tomcat?
Bird, mouse and chipmunk are trying to
reach their homes in the tree. Max the
tomcat is hungry and will try to catch them!
Together, the players take care of the little
creatures.
Max the Tomcat is an exciting strategy
game for children of all ages. They
discuss with each other: Which animal
should be brought home first? When
will Max get a treat? And how
do you feel when Max gets
to pinch one of the little
creatures?

Mama bear can meet 2 new animals along the way.
The eagle can be useful, while the skunk makes
it harder for us! Replace a forest animal (green
backside) with the skunk and replace a mountain
animal (grey backside) with the eagle. This keeps
the number of animals in the game the same.

Check all the games from Sunny Games on

Free expansion

www.sunnygames.eu/games
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Did you find the Skunk?

Did you find the Eagle?

If you turn over the forest tile with the
skunk, that’s bad news. Because of
the smell you can no longer turn over
the forest tiles that are closest to the
skunk. These tiles remain closed for
the rest of the game. If an adjacent
forest tile was already turned open,
it will remain open. So there can be
a path next to the skunk and mama
bear dares to walk past it. She can
tolerate the smell.

If you turn over the mountain tile
with the eagle, you’re lucky! The
eagle helps us to discover the
mountain area. You may choose
one adjacent mountain tile, and
turn it open. If there is no closed
mountain tile next to the eagle,
nothing happens.
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